22nd March 2018

REFERENCE NUMBER: MGOZ/MPU/ T 9/2018
Tender for excavation, levelling and path laying works at Ulysses Grove in Xewkija, Gozo.

Q1: With reference to BOQ item A5 kindly specify width of trench?
A1: Width of trench (minimum 300 mm) is indicated in Section 2.6.1 of the Technical Specifications Section of the tender document.

Q2: With reference to BOQ items A6, A7 and A8 kindly specify grade of concrete since grade of concrete varies between items’ description in technical specifications and respective detail sections/drawings?
A2: Grade of concrete (C15) for items A6, A7 and A8 is indicated in Section 2.6.1 of the Technical Specifications Section of the tender document.

Q3: With reference to BOQ item A7 and A8 are these meant for pedestrian traffic only; thus no specific loading class is being requested for?
A3: BOQ items A7 and A8 are meant for pedestrian traffic only.

Q4: With reference to BOQ item B1 the term ditto refers to cast in situ kerb or else the reinforcement item? Unit of measurement indicates its for cast in situ kerb. Kindly confirm.
A5: Confirmed. The term ditto refers to the item ‘Supply and lay reinforced-concrete, cast in-situ kerb, in grade C30 concrete. Rate is to include for all framework required and all double handling of material.’